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THE PEOPLE WHO BEST UNDERSTAND the meaning of "home" know that the stately Hall Clock is more than an article of fine furniture. Praised as they are for accuracy, Colonial Clocks are infinitely more than faithful timekeepers. In the fortunate homes that possess them, they appreciate its personality—its historic lineage, and as an expression of dignity and cultured taste in furnishing, the well chosen tall clock is conceded a place of high honor.

Perhaps you have admired the stately grace of some majestic clock and mentally pictured it in your own home, without seriously considering the actual realization of this picture. Then it is of even greater interest to know that these clocks are made for all types of good homes, whether mansion or bungalow, and that in no case is the cost of the most suitable one out of proportion to its importance in the plan of decoration.

The illustrations in this folder are submitted as indications of the variety of beautiful Colonial Clocks offered for your selection.
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